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ABSTRACT
‘Joint development of Small Cruise Ship tourism heritage products in
the Southern Baltic Sea Region’ (acronym: JOHANN) project’s aim is to
study the tourism potential of Southern Baltic cities and elaborate on
ways of strengthening it in order to attract additional tourists travelling
onboard cruise ships. By that, not only economic advantages are sought,
but also ways of promoting cultural heritage. As a part of the Project, an
investigation of destination cities’ capabilities of serving as cruise ships’
ports of call has been carried out. The hereby report informs on its findings.

SCOPE
The document discusses activities carried out during the Project’s Activity 4.6: Evaluating pilot tour regarding “Cruise port management – Water
side” and its findings.

DISCLAIMER
Data pertaining to depth of water, vertical and horizontal clearances as
well as other navigational information are purely informatory. Always
consult official nautical publications and charts for accurate and up-todate information.

The contents of the port handbook are the sole responsibility of the authors and can in no way be
taken to reflect the views of the European Union, the Managing Authority or the Joint Secretariat of
the Interreg South Baltic Programme 2014-2020.
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Fig.1.: Horyzont II. Photo: Paulina Zych

The purpose of JOHANN is to develop the

The latter has been chosen for the evaluation

South Baltic area towards an attractive small

of water-side potential of destination cities.

cruise ship (SCS) destination. South Baltic city

Since one of the Project’s goals is to convince

ports and their surrounding tourism destina-

cruise ships’ operators to arrange their calls

tions that are outlying the main cruise routes

in destination cities, a natural choice was to

used by large vessels would jointly initiate the

employ a sea-going ship and her crew to call at

development and establishment of cultur-

named ports and investigate their limitations,

al and natural heritage tours for SCS in order

attractions etc. For this purpose, a vessel op-

to claim their share and occupy a niche in the

erated by one of the Project’s Partners (PP7:

growing cruise market.

Gdynia Maritime University), has been nomi-

any kind, an evaluation of one’s strengths and
weaknesses as well as potential profits and
risks is required. For tourism potential, this can
be done in many ways, including desk study,

Value

Name

Horyzont II

Call sign

SPGN

Type

Training and research vessel

Gross tonnage

1321

Length over all

56.34 m

Breadth

11.36 m

Draught

5.33 m

Engine power

1700 HP

Crew (nominal+trainees/passengers)

56

Speed

12 kn

Launched

2000

Built

Remontowa Shiprepair Yard S.A., Gdańsk

Operator

Gdynia Maritime University

Table 1. Horyzont II’s particulars

INTRODUCTION

In order to effectively develop an activity of

Parameter

nated. Main arguments supporting this choice
were that she has similar characteristics in
terms of dimensions and maneuvering capabilities to those of SCS. She is depicted in Fig.1.,
while her particulars are given in Table 1.

workshops with local communities and/or experts as well as field trips.
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ITINERARY

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The aim of the trip was to call at partner cities

The trip has been conducted in August, a

Each port call was arranged in cooperation

Once it has been confirmed that there is no ob-

and assess their potential for attracting SCSs

month within the high tourist season. The ship

with local agent, which is a normal practice

stacle preventing Horyzont II from calling at all

in terms of navigational capabilities of receiv-

stayed for approximately 1 day in most of the

for ships calling at given port. These compa-

ports of interest, agents’ services could be ar-

ing ships of specific characteristics as well as

ports, which is comparable to the usual length

nies handle or assist in handling most of the

ranged in order to obtain information pertaining

tourism attractions offered to visitors.

of SCS’s stay, although it is a rare practice for

contacts with maritime authorities, customs,

to port-specific requirements, including pre-ar-

cruise ships to stay in ports overnight. Night-

immigration or other legal or organizational

rival submission of ship’s documents, such as

time is more usually utilized for sailing between

aspects of ship’s stay in port.

her certificates, crew and passenger lists etc.

Therefore, Horyzont II called at the ports during
her voyage as given in Table 2.
The vessel spent approximately 132 hours at
sea and 207 hours in port. A total distance of

destination so as to allow passengers to visit as
many cities as possible for as long as possible
during daylight or until late evening.

Additional contacts and orientations were obtained from Partners and their collaborators,
including Harbour Masters. Furthermore, rep-

1164 nautical miles has been covered.

resentatives of local authorities or tourism organizations involved in the project - and, if necessary, external service providers developed

Table 2. Trip’s itinerary
Port
Gdynia - PL

the land side programme in the port cities:
Dates
01 Aug 2017

done from either ship’s captain or shipowner’s
office level, taking into consideration required
deadlines. Further exchange of information
could be carried out as ship proceeded with her
voyage. Usually it was a shipping agent handling all matters related to port stays.

sightseeing, guided tours, cultural events and

During the port visits, the following activities

meetings with different stakeholders.

have been performed:

Wismar - DE

03-04 Aug 2017

Prior to the trip, basic information pertaining to

Rostock - DE

04-05 Aug 2017

navigational conditions in given port has been

Sassnitz - DE

06-07 Aug 2017

Stralsund - DE

07-08 Aug 2017

Szczecin - PL

09-11 Aug 2017

Karlskrona - SE

12-13 Aug 2017

Kalmar - SE

13-14 Aug 2017

Gdynia - PL

15 Aug 2017

●

meetings with local authorities (municipal and maritime);

collected. Primarily, the main question was

●

personal sightseeing;

whether the ship can call at the port in a first

●

pre-arranged excursions.

place. Limitations in this regard could result
from natural conditions (insufficient depth of
water for instance) or regulatory restrictions. To
this point, nautical charts and publications have
been consulted while simultaneously referring
to port authorities’ websites. From the latter,

The researchers’ team consisted of 15 persons, including Horyzont II’s 3rd Mate and other crewmembers as well as students of Gdynia Maritime University during their sea-going
training. Such an arrangement enabled for dif-

the accurate and up-to-date information could

ferent points of view and diverse observations.

usually be obtained, including those pertaining

Findings from the above are briefly summarized

to port fees, dues and charges.
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Depending on local regulations, this could be

in the next Chapter.
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RESULTS
Results presented within this Chapter have been
refined from findings obtained during the activities listed in the preceding Chapter.

WISMA R

Außenreede (54˚06’N 011˚16’E);

DESCRIPTION 1

Wohlenberger Wiek (53˚57’N 011˚16’E).

Wismar Hafen (53˚54’58N, 011˚26’42E), at the SE extremity of Wismarbrucht

Repairs can be effected in the port, which has a floating crane of 100

ing and repair industry.

and is 340 m in length. Compass adjustment can be carried out, with prior

serves the town of Wismar and is principally concerned with the shipbuildApproach and entry is made through the dredged channel leading SE from
Wismarbrucht, marked by pairs of light buoys (lateral) and leading lights.
Depths in the approach channel up to the cruise berth are maintained at not less than 9.5 m.
Fairway is satisfactorily marked. Pilot assisting in berthing operations was highly professional.

Innenreede (53˚59’N 011˚21’E);

tonnes capacity. A dry dock at Shipyard Harbour is used for shipbuilding,
notice.

Ship sanitation control is available and SSCC and SSCEC issued. Oily waste

reception facilities are available, expected for those containing chemical pollutants.(UKHO, 2015)

Unfortunately, radio communication with pilot station could not be established during unberthing as
repeated calls remained not responded.
Pilotage is compulsory for all vessels LOA above 90 m, beam above 13 m or

draught greater than 5 m. Vessels arriving Wismar shall call ‘Timmendorf

Cruise vessels service center is under construction to accommodate all necessary facilities on hand.
Entire area of cruise berth and service center is to be included in an ISPS security zone, to be managed by the municipality of Wismar, as reported by Harbour Master.

Pilot’.

At present, the lighting of berth as well as street and sidewalks passing nearby is insufficient. There

Speed is restricted to a maximum of 5 kn within the harbour.

tractions or any other usable information (tourist mobile application advertisement etc.).

Abnormal water levels: winds from N, and winds from E if W winds
have prevailed previously, can raise water level; winds from S or W can

lower it. Fluctuations of up to 0.9m below mean water level often occur.
Storms from NE can raise water level by up to 2.8m; storms from SW can
lower it by 1.9m.

Ice conditions are similar to those elsewhere in Lϋbecker Bucht, but the
shallow fairway, being little affected by currents, is more subject to
icing than neighboring ports in the open sea. With prolonged winds, pack-

ice may build up. The channels to Wismar Hafen are kept open for as long
as possible by icebreaking vessels and harbour tugs.

Following anchorages are available:

1

Note that within ‘Description’ subsections throughout this document, extracts from official publications,
primarily UKHO’s Sailing Directions, are given in Courier font, while own observations are given in a plain text
(Arial)
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are no directional marks on the berth that would guide new-comers to any of Wismar’s tourist at-

There is also an extensive traffic of construction-related trucks, which appears to be a temporary
issue resulting from an infrastructure extension project being conducted nearby.
A boulevard with cafes and shops is located very close to the berth (see Fig.2), yet remains unnoticeable

–

obstructed

by

elements

of

former

port

infrastructure.

Across the harbour basin one can see commercial port, appearance of which is rather unattractive.
This can be changed during the on-going construction works.
Port authorities can arrange fresh water supply and garbage collection.
Shore-ship electrical power supply is not available.

ACTIVITIES
Each vessel calling at any port is subject to usual inspection, usually limited to paperwork. Scope
of such inspection depends from state to state and sometimes even between ports located within
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‘Nosferatu’ (directed by Friedrich Wilhelm Murnau), German expressionism masterpiece, filming locations.
Thence, a short presentation of Wismar seaport has been jointly performed by a Harbour Master,
Columbus Center’s representative and a city official. On this occasion the current planning procedures regarding the cruise passenger terminal were presented. The said terminal is to be completed
by 2019 with a capability of accommodating vessels of LOA up to 270 m. Passenger service facilities
will be built as well as a mooring infrastructure.
Horyzont II’s visit has been concluded during the evening meeting on board.

COMMENTS
Difficulties in cashless payments have been experienced in some of the premises. These can be of
minor significance since Germany’s official currency is EUR, similarly to many other states in the
Fig.2: Boulevard with cafes located nearby the berth. Photo: Kamil Narewski

same country. Its goal is to identify and counteract potential non-compliance with custom and/or
immigration regulations. Thus, related inconveniences can be somewhat reduced if the particular
vessel trades within Schengen area exclusively. Shortly upon berthing in Wismar, Horyzont II has
been boarded by authorities for inspection, during which some difficulties have been experienced
while obtaining Custom Office clearance. It took as much as 3 hours to obtain permission for free

area. Nevertheless, cashless payments are generally considered more secure than traditional ones
and can help facilitate spendings’ increase. Many tourists may only carry limited cash while keeping
their savings in the bank accounts and using debit cards to spend them or getting additional funding
via credit cards. The more restaurants, shops etc. accept card payments, the more economic benefits
are available.
On the other hand, some of the visitors may carry other currencies than EUR due to restrictions

movements of ship’s passengers and crew.

on currency exchange in their countries of origin (developing countries in most cases). It should be

The event highlights the importance of proper cooperation between ship’s crew, agent and authori-

destination cities. Although such problems may seem trivial and prosaic, encountering them during

ties. The delay of 3 hours may be insignificant for some merchant vessels but would have devastating
consequences for cruise ships carrying hundreds of passengers, most of them willing to go ashore as
soon as the vessel’s gangway is secured - some of them having already booked organized excursions.
Due to above, vessels calling at any port must be prepared in advance so as to pass any administra-

ensured that such persons are capable of obtaining local currency at banks or exchange offices in
the visit may effectively ruin the experience of staying in the particular city.
Wismar has a lasting tradition of giving warm welcome to vessels. Flags are normally hoisted by
inhabitants, but arranging an orchestra assistance or musketry is also available.

tive restrictions smoothly. Repetitive calls at a given port would certainly help gain additional experience in handling similar issues without causing any frustration to passengers.
Once the clearance has been obtained, trip participants attended a sightseeing tour around Wismar
during which its history, economy and policy has been presented from middle ages until recent
times. It has been highlighted that Wismar’s seaport lost most of its significance soon after and as a
result of German reunification in early 1990s. As a consequence, the city experienced a relative lowering of the standard of living and decline in its population, from which it recovered in 21st century.
During the tour, major attractions of Wismar’s Old Town have been presented, including the 1922’s
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RO S TO C K
DESCRIPTION
Warnemünde2 (54˚11’14N 012˚05’38E) is a suburb of Rostock and is situated

on the W bank at the mouth of Die Warnow, which leads to Rostock, about 6

Überseehafen to No 47/S2 Light Buoy (preferred channel to port) (54˚08’18N
012˚05’67E), at the entrance to Dorf Schmarl: 12m;

Dorf Schmaril entrance to Marienehe Channel (1 mile S): 9m.
Depths off the mouth of Die Warnow may decrease during heavy storms from
W to NW.

miles S of the entrance. Warnemünde Hafen is the outer harbour of Rostock,

Abnormal water levels: in isolated cases storms from NW through N to NE

are major economic activities, and Warnemünde Hafen is the continental

up to 1.6m. With moderate winds the difference above or below mean sea

an important industrial and commercial city. Fishing and ship-building
port for car and train ferries to Gedser Havn in Falster.

can raise water level by up to 1.5m; storms from SSE to W can lower it by
level does not usually exceed 0.3m.

Warnemünde Hafen is entered through a dredged channel, 4.5 miles length,

Ice: due to its position and the strong coastal current, Warnemünde Hafen

waters, the channel continues SSE for about 2 miles through Seekanal to

farther E. The mouth of the harbour seldom freezes, and then only for a

marked by leading lights and light buoys. Inside the outer E and W breakRostock-Überseehafen, thence it follows the river through Die Unterwarnow

for about 4 miles through a channel, marked throughout by light buoys and

beacons, to Rostock-Stadthafen. Inside the breakwaters, a channel W of
Seekanal provides access to the harbours of Warnemünde.

Depths of channel between Warnemünde and Rostock are approximately 4-5 meters, as reported by
a skipper whose boat was used by the research team for travel between Warnemünde and Rostock.
Channel length is approximately six miles, fairway is sufficiently marked by buoys. Approach to berth
in Rostock is wide enough for local, tourist passenger vessels but might be insufficient for sea-going

remains free of ice longer than Wismar Hafen or other German harbours
short period. The harbour is always free of ice with an outgoing current.
Shipping is only hindered in severe winters.

Between Warnemünde and Rostock the river freezes more rapidly than at its
mouth, but the channel is kept open by icebreakers.(UKHO, 2015)

Municipal berth in Rostock is in itself capable of accommodating small passenger vessels. Concrete
quay is well-maintained, however mooring bollards are not marked with numbers and fenders are
located rather far one from another. Marina is located nearby.

ships. Therefore, dredging is prerequisite to allow SCSs’ entrance to Rostock. Recent situation does
not allow sea-going ships to navigate further upstream than Warnemünde.
Vessel Traffic Service has been established in the area. It is mandatory
for vessels over 30 m in length.

Controlling depths are as follows:
sea to Überseehafen Turning Basin and the Oil Harbour,
		

by Seekanal: 14.5 m;

		

by Neuer Strom: 6m;

The depth is maintained by dredging in the part of the marked channel
within 4.5 miles of the breakwaters.

2
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ACTIVITIES
City of Rostock is located approximately 6 nautical miles inland from Warnemünde, up the river
Warnow. The most important of its features is that it cannot be reached by sea-going vessels as of
December 2017 due to the limited depths of the river and related fairway. These are estimated to
be as low as 4 m in some places, well below safety limit for most of SCS. Plans to dredge the channel have been reported. Moreover, maximum permitted depth at the berth is similar or even lower
(Hansestadt Rostock, 2016).
For the time being, SCSs can utilize Warnemünde cruise terminal, where Horyzont II also berthed.
Cruise operators may then encourage tourists to explore Rostock, just 20 minutes away by train.
Public transportation in the city as well as surrounding area is well-developed.

Sailing Directions information was only available for Warnemünde

17

During the first day of a visit, trip’s participants
have been taken on a tour in Warnemünde,
see Fig.3. Agenda mostly included city’s history and main tourist attractions. Although Warnemünde is not included on a list of JOHANN
partner destinations, it has been visited during
the trip for two reasons. Firstly, Horyzont II is
physically incapable of reaching Rostock due to
her draught. Secondly, close relationships beFig.3: Fishing harbor in Warnemünde. Photo: Kamil Narewski

tween the two cities called for the investigation
of their synergies.

Upon the completion of sightseeing, its attendees embarked on a river trip to Rostock on board one
of the tourism-adapted fishing boats (Fig.4). These are very popular in the area and in most cases
have their own restaurant on board. It was one of their skippers who familiarized the researchers
with the fact that river must first be dredged in order to allow reasonably-sized cruise ships to call
at Rostock. Upon reaching the latter, a short city sightseeing has been organized, including the Old

Fig.5: Mansion in Rostock area. Photo: Kamil Narewski

Town and the waterfront.
Herein, a tourism center’s representative presented actions jointly taken by the two cities

COMMENTS

(Rostock and Warnemünde) in terms of pro-

Similarly to Wismar, difficulties in cashless payments have been experienced in some of the premis-

moting maritime tourism and water sports un-

es. The negative economic effect of this issue has been discussed previously.

der the brand of Hanse Sail.

Yet another difficulty has been encountered while communicating with local community mem-

On the second day a thematic tour to old man-

bers, few of which were proficient in English. This is a major obstacle since there are far more En-

or houses including provision of regional cui-

glish-speakers than German ones expected to use Germany-bound services of SCS and providing

sine was organized for the researchers by ex-

them with an ability to communicate in a language they are familiar with is of an utmost importance.

ternal service provider. Providing similar tours

As a minimum, multilingual menus in restaurants and similar directories should be made available.

to future SCS guests might increase tourist
potential of Rostock and its region. During the
second day of a visit, a thematic tour was organized and old mansions and villas in Rostock
area have been presented to the researchers
(see Fig.5). After the lunch, the visit to Rostock

Nevertheless, the most noteworthy issue in Rostock is its accessibility from the sea-side. Present
navigational conditions do not allow sea-going vessels to reach the port. However, dredging works
are scheduled for between May and June 2018 aiming in deepening the fairway from M2 buoy to
Rostock city center to at least 6.50 m. This would allow vessels with draft of 5.50 m to reach Rostock
(or even 5.80 m, subject to approval by authorities).

has been concluded.
There was no official meeting with any of muFig.4: One of tourism-adapted fishing boats. Photo: Kamil Narewski
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nicipality’s or port authority’s representatives
during the stay.
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SASSN I T Z
DESCRIPTION

Within the harbour, overtaking is prohibited and there is a speed limit of 4 kn in force.
Maintained depth in the fairway is 7.6 m. It is planned to be increased up to 8.1 m by
spring 2018 along with dredging of area in closest vicinity of cruise berth to 6.5 m. Entry to harbour is also to be widened to 100 m by that time, as reported by Harbour Master.

Sassnitz (54˚30’43N 013˚38’15E) stands on the SE side of Jasmund peninsu-

Fairway is well-maintained and marked. Long (1,100 m) breakwater provides effec-

developed fish processing industry and a ferry port. The chalk industry is

ed within harbour basin, although necessary maneuvers can be performed just outside of it.

la in Prorer Wiek. Sassnitz is an important fishing center, with a highly

tive shelter and reduces wave and swell in harbour basin. Turning circle is not provid-

also important within the area.

Radio communication with Sassnitz Traffic and Harbour Master’s Office was very professional. How-

The Sassnitz Port Traffic Control Center regulates all traffic, except

ment.

leisure craft, in the Sassnitz/Mukran area. Vessel using the roadstead

ever, the mooring gang appeared unprepared for duty and not equipped with sufficient safety equip-

should remain in depths of more than 10 m.

Larger vessels including Ro-Ro ferries call at different commercial harbour located WSW of Sassnitz.

A foul area lies close to the SW corner of the anchorage.

vices are not required.

Vessels coming from N have a clear approach from Sassnitz Light Buoy
(54˚32’70N 013˚ 46’02E), which leads WSW, N of the anchorage to a position

S of the harbour entrance. Vessels from S also have a clear approach to

the harbour from the pilot boarding position, 54˚26’00N 013˚42’50E. This
approach leads NW then NNW and W of the anchorage. By night the anchorage
is marked by the green sector (283.4˚-357.8˚) of the E Mole Light.

Ferries in the approaches to Sassnitz and Mukran are considered to be ves-

Navigating in Sassnitz harbour and its approaches is considered not difficult and therefore pilot ser-

Harbour Master took personal care of all persons performing the research. His personal culture is
highly regarded and assistance as well as devotion to the development of Sassnitz city and harbour
– appreciated.
Vessel intending to call at Sassnitz shall report their intension to Harbour Master’s Office no later
than 2 miles before breakwater. Communication is to be performed via VHF Channel 15, but vessels
moored at municipal quay (cruise berth) are requested to switch to VHF CH69.

sels constrained by their draught. They display the appropriate signals
in accordance with Rule 28 of International Regulations for Preveting
Collisions at Sea (1972). When ferries display these signals, the harbour

entrance and exit are closed and the ferry turning point off the head of
the moles is to be avoided by other vessels.

Anchoring and fishing are prohibited in the entrance to the harbour and in

The maximum permitted draught is 7.6m,
by Seekanal: 14.5 m;
by Neuer Strom: 6m.(UKHO, 2014)

the W part of Sassnitz Hafen.

Sassnitz is formed by an E mole about 7.5 cables long, running SW, almost

The above 7.6 m restriction is due to presence of shallow water in close vicinity of the breakwater.

entrance is approached from SSW. Ferry terminals occupy the W side of the

along the berth itself.

served for fishing craft. The marina is under construction (2008).

As reported by Harbour Master, upon completion of a dredging project in 2018, vessels with draught

The quays in the SW part of the harbour are used by the German Navy and

up to 6.5m will be permitted to berth at the cruise quay.

parallel to the coast, and a W mole extending a short distance SE. The

Cruise ships are currently permitted to moor should their draught not exceed 6.0 m due to depths

harbour. The E part of the harbour, where there are several piers, is re-

berthing is prohibited for commercial vessels.
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Cruise berth is fenced, thus marking limit of ISPS security zone, see Fig.6. There is a police station

ACTIVITIES

next to the gate. Workshop capable of performing deck equipment and boat engines’ repairs is also

There were so many activities scheduled for Horyzont II’s stay in Sassnitz that researchers split into

located nearby. Due to an ongoing expansion of infrastructure intended for cruise vessels’ accommodation, one may expect more of similar enterprises to appear, including a service center.
Cruise berth is located close (approximately 200 m) to the pedestrian bridge, leading directly to the
city center. There are also streets leading to marina and fishing harbour, fish market and boulevard.

two groups.
First group embarked on all-wheel drive trucks and was taken on a tour comprising nearby forests
as a specimen of natural environment of Rügen.

All these locations are populated with bars and restaurants and can be reached within 5-10 minutes’

Second group performed somewhat more thorough evaluation of Sassnitz’s conditions in terms of

walk.

its tourism potential, including an interview with Sassnitz’s Harbour Master. Thence, a sightseeing
has been performed around the town with emphasis on port and harbour. In particular, future plans
on port facilities’ development have been discussed.
Moreover, city representative elaborated on Sassnitz’s policy towards tourism and tourists, cultural
events etc. Conclusion was that the city emerged as one of the most prominent of German tourist
destinations and wishes to keep it as it is. A great portion of local enterprises is based on tourism.
Both groups then met in Jasmund National Park, famous for its chalk cliffs, see Figs.7-8. Herein, a
lunch has been arranged along with a tour to Park’s visitors’ center and cliffs themselves.

Fig.6: Berth as equipped with ISPS fence. Photo: Kamil Narewski
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Fig.7: Chalk cliffs as seen from sea. Photo: Kamil Narewski
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Thence, a meeting with Sassnitz’s mayor has been arranged, during which a tourism potential of the
city has been discussed as well as its policy towards cruise industry and future developments.
As this came to an end, researchers enjoyed an organized as well as personal sightseeing of the town.

COMMENTS
Similarly to Wismar and Rostock, difficulties in cashless payments have been experienced in some of
the premises. The negative economic effect of this issue has been discussed previously.
Furthermore, restaurants’ opening hours have been reported insufficiently long. Should the food and
drinks’ places close too early in a condition of few if any other attractions in the city, visitors might
find themselves and bored their overall experience of the visit can be reduced. On the other hand,
the fact that there are few attractions can force SCS passengers back to the ship thus creating an
opportunity for earlier departure and longer overnight passage to the next port of destination. In
such case however, potential financial benefits can be lost (Kizielewicz, 2016).
A variety of skating tracks could attract fans of this sport or facilitate an alternative way of sightseeing.

Fig.8: Chalk cliffs in Jasmund National Park. Photo: Kamil Narewski
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STR A LS U N D
DESCRIPTION
Greifswalder Bodden (54°14’70N 013°32’00E) is a shallow bay bound to the
N by Rugen (54°25’00N 013°32’00E), and to the S by a stretch of the mainland known as Vorpommern. It provides the main E approach to Stralsund

(54°19’09N 013°06’10E). Included in the description are the approaches
to the bay, the E approaches to Stralsund, harbours of Greifswald-Wieck

(54°06’00N 013°27’00E) and Lauterbach (54°20’45N 013°30’20E). There are
several other landing places but these are used principally by local craft
and detailed descriptions are not given.

Harbour is located is some distance from the sea, therefore water is considered brackish. Moreover,
chances of high waves are rather small.
Stralsund is a terminus for small river ferries and home to well-prospering bulk terminal as well as a
shipyard.
Dredging of areas within and in close vicinity of a harbor is a responsibility of Stralsund municipality,
and federal government of Germany is in charge of maintaining shipping lane that leads to the port.
Such an arrangement is reported to cause certain problems with proper maintenance of the fairway.
Stralsund can be approached from either North or South-East. The city is located close to Polish
border, approximately 60 miles from Świnoujście.

weather a strong current may run SW when the sea level is low, and run NE
when it is high.

Similarly, in Palmer Ort Channel at the W entrance, rates are generally

slow, but with strong winds from SE a rate of up to 3 kn in a W direction
may be experienced in the narrows NE of Vilm (54°19’33N 013°31’90E).

The main fairway through Die Strelasund (54°17’70N 013°07’70E) is marked

by leading lights and buoys from Greifswalde Boodden to Stralsund, a distance of about 14 miles. It should be noted that leading lines do not nec-

essarily lead through the center of the fairway due to the several turns
in the channel, particularly in the inner approaches towards Stralsund.

Palmer Ort Channel leads across Mittelgrund between Palmer Ort and the

mainland. The channel has a maintained depth of 7.5 m and a maximum permitted draught of 6.1m.

United Kingdom Hydrographic Office does not issue paper charts for inner approaches to Stralsund.
Only German charts can be obtained, particularly German Chart 1511.
Northern approach (sometimes referred to as ‘Western’) is only permitted to be used during daylight
and wind force not greater than Beaufort force 4. Although charted depths are maintained at 4.5m,
the fairway is reported to be as shallow as 3.7 m locally.
Southern approach (sometimes referred to as ‘Eastern’) has a maintained depth of 7.5m, which is
subject to periodical survey (twice a year). Channel is rather narrow and steering a larger vessels can
be found demanding, even though currents did not cause a great difficulty. Fairway is well marked

Special regulations are in force within the area. In particular vessels

with buoys and cardinal marks indicate shallow water. Use of Southern approach is not recommend-

from them without urgent reason.

Traffic of yachts and small ferries is considerable.

The channels throughout this section are well marked by consecutively

Turning basin is available ahead of entry to the channel. Should the vessel need to wait for draw-

are to adhere strictly to the recommended fairways and should not deviate

numbered buoys and light buoys. At each change of direction in the chan-

nel, the buoy on the side towards which the turn is to be made, is fitted
with a topmark.

The current direction, in general, depends on the wind direction.

ed while the visibility is restricted.

bridge (see Fig.9.) to be opened, she can moor at bulk terminal, subject to berths’ availability. The
bridge is open for 20 minutes every 2 hours. Horizontal clearance is 24m.
Mooring gang was well prepared for their duties, properly equipped with safety equipment.

With strong wind conditions synchronized with abnormal sea levels, the

current may attain a rate of up to 5 kn at the E entrance. Even in calm
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ACTIVITIES
Stralsund is located on the West shore of Strelasound, separating Rügen from the mainland, see
Fig.10. As the northern part of the sound is not sufficiently deep for safe navigation of sea-going
vessels, Stralsund can only be approached from South-East. Even though, the approach is difficult to
navigate and therefore maritime pilots advice Master so as to ensure safety of navigation. Horyzont
II was served by a team of two pilots and moored in an industrial part of the port. That was due to
the unavailability of municipal berth.

Fig.9: Drawbridge off Dänholm. Note that the bridge does not withdraw to a vertical position – horizontal clearance on the water
level is greater than in the upper part. Photo: Kamil Narewski
Fig.10: Stralsund’s panorama (Rügen in the background). Photo: Kamil Narewski

Pilotage is compulsory for Stralsund N approach for vessels exceeding 60 m
LOA, 10 m beam or 3.3 m draught, and for Stralsund E approach for vessels
exceeding 85 m LOA, 13 m beam or 5 m draught.

Harbour Master is in charge of operations in both municipal berth and bulk terminal. Communication with Harbour Master’s Office and Pilot Station was not problematic.
Vessels are to report their arrival 4 hours prior to pilot boarding time.

Vertical clearance: cables cross the fairway between the mainland and
Rugen (54°25’00N 013°20’00E), on the Drigge leading line. The supporting
masts are prominent and there is a safe vertical clearance of 40m.

An overhead cable crosses the channel SE of the Ziegelgrabenbrucke with
a vertical clearance of 42m.(UKHO, 2015)

Depths in the Northern Channel (for which the German federal government is responsible) can be
different than charted. Water is more shallow (3.7m against charted 4.5m), as reported by pilot.
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It shall be noted that there are two potential berths available for cruise vessels as of September

On a first day, a guided tour was organized for the crew members along with a concluding dinner at

2017:

one of the restaurants.

●

a municipal berth, located in a close vicinity of Stralsund Old Town, available for vessels with

On the second day, some of the researchers carried out a study visit to sightseeing tour in the area

a draft not exceeding 6.0 meters and air draft of less than 42 meters ;

around the city to perform promotional photo and movie shootings. The rest of them embarked

3

●

bulk terminal berth, which is located south of a swing bridge and thus the movements of
ships berthing hereby are not subject to limitations other than this of draft and length.

Moreover, a construction of a terminal dedicated to specifically servicing cruise vessels is planned,
subject to tour operators expressing their interest in including Stralsund in their offer. Such interest
would also influence the federal government which might become more positive about deepening

on a motor boat tour together with Stralsund’s Harbor Master and city representative. During this,
future plans on the construction of cruise terminal on the opposite side of Strelasound have been
discussed as well as general considerations of a relatively difficult navigation in the area. In particular, concern has been expressed in relation to environmental protection regulations and depth of
water in the Northern approach to Stralsund. Swing bridge opening hours and horizontal clearance
are also of a concern.

the Southern approach channel and its better maintenance. Major feature in favor of placing future
passenger terminal in Dänholm (see Fig.11) is that cruise vessels would not need to pass under drawbridge in order to reach the terminal. The passenger terminal would be built to serve cruise vessels
by purpose, therefore an ISPS security zone would be included from its earliest design phases, as

COMMENTS

well as passengers’ service center.

Similarly to other German cities, difficulties in cashless payments have been experienced in some of
the premises. The negative economic effect of this issue has been discussed previously.
Moreover, one of the biggest difficulties encountered during sightseeing in Stralsund was an apparently small number of convenient stores. This may force visitors to do all the necessary shopping in
on-board shops rather than ashore thus reducing the profits for local community.

Fig.11: Present view of most likely location of passenger terminal. Photo: Kamil Narewski

3

No reliable data could be obtained. Consult local authorities for details on latest and up-to-date permitted
drafts information.
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SZCZEC I N

• N of Wyspa Grodzka (206 m);

DESCRIPTION

• At the bend Parnica Wschodnia and Odra Wschodnia, the N and of Wyspa

• SW of Wyspa Grodzka (120 m);

Szczecin (53°26’46N 014°35’30E), is one of the three principal ports of

Czapli Ostrów (120 m).

Poland. The city is situated on the W bank of the W branch of Rzeka Odra.
Imports include ores, scrap iron, fertilizer, grain, oil and timber.

Principal exports include coal, iron, timber, cement, sugar, salt and
general goods. In 2002 the population was about 415,000.

Shipping lane between Szczecin and Świnoujście (see Fig.12) is well-marked, wide, naturally deep
and meets all requirements for ocean-going merchant vessels. Radio communication with both VTS
and Harbour Master’s Office was professional. VTS Świnoujście monitors traffic along entire shipping lane. Szczecin Traffic only responsibility are vessels’ movements within Szczecin port itself.

Szczecin is a large industrial port, located in some distance from Baltic Sea and connected to it by

Weak (approximately 0.3 kn) current can be expected as shipping lane is part of Odra River estuary.

a shipping channel. Most distinctive landmarks are shipyard cranes. Some ship-repair yards remain

The current does not affect vessels’ maneuvers. Approach to berth and shipping lane passage are

operational.

not complicated. Berth is located along the river.

Water in port is around 1.000 g/ccm, quays stretch along Odra River. High waves are unlikely. Infrastructure capable of accommodating some small-scale cruise ships is operational. Despite Szczecin
being a Polish city, it is also bounded to Germany, border with which is nearby. It used to be a major

Fig.12: Szczecin-Świnoujście fairway. Photo: Kamil Narewski

Hanseatic port, then its industry consisted of shipyards, particularly serving Kriegsmarine.
Szczecin is 3rd in Poland by area and 7th by population. It has an extensive tourist infrastructure.

The
nel

port
and

is

approached

entered

passing

through
Wyspa

the

main

Żurawia

Świnoujście-Szczecin

(53°31’00N

014°37’80E)

chan-

lying

close W of the turn in the channel at the N end of Wyspa Dębina.
Turning circles are located within the port as follows:

• Junction of Przekop Mieliński and Grabowski Channel (280 m);
• Junction of Przekop Mieliński and Parnica (300 m);
• In Basen Górniczy: at the entry of Basen Górnośląski (260 m);
• Junction of Kanał Grabowski and Kanał Dębicki (220 m);
• N of Basen Zachodni and Wschodni in line with Nabrzeże Albańskie (190
m);

Fig.12: Szczecin-Świnoujście fairway. Photo: Kamil Narewski

• At Parnica in line with the entrance to Basen Elektrowni (130 m);
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A pilotage service is available 24 hours and is compulsory for all vessels

Some bars are located directly on the quay, and some ships turned into restaurants are

Information concerning pilots and berthing may be obtained from the pilot

Lighting of the quay is covered by city and is sufficient.

exceeding 60 m LOA or carrying dangerous cargo, and all passenger vessels.

moored nearby. Tourist passenger vessels arriving from Stralsund also berth in vicinity.

station or port duty officer by VHF. Both offices are manned continuously.
In winter, at the onset of ice in the roadsteads, vessels arriving should

await the pilot at the ice limits, which may only be entered with tug or
icebreaker assistance.

ACTIVITIES

A mandatory VTS is in operation covering the port of Szczecin. Vessels

Similarly to Rostock, Szczecin does not occupy Baltic Sea shore, but is located approximately 100

are obligated to make the appropriate sound signals on the whistle or si-

tained and dredging it to 12.5 m depth is planned as of December 2017.

approaching the intersection of Przekop Mieleński with Kanał Grabowski

ren; one long blast if altering course to starboard or two long blasts if
altering course to port.

Repairs of all kinds [are obtainable]. Divers available. Large shipbuild-

ing industry. The largest floating dock is No 5 which has a length of 216
m and can accommodate vessels up to 228 m in length, 33 m beam and 15,000

kilometers inland with Świnoujście serving as its fore-port. Fairway leading to open sea is well-main-

During the first day of visit, a guided city tour has been arranged. During the concluding dinner, a
folk band performance was also organized.
The second day was dedicated to visiting particular attractions of the city, namely the Szczecin Shipyard, Opera, National Museum and Różanka Rose Garden.

dwt. The largest slipway is ON, length 189 m, breadth 44 m, capacity 12
500 tones, but this is for building only.(UKHO, 2014)

Horyzont II did not experience any difficulties while landing garbage or acquiring fresh water. Berth intended for cruise vessels is not equipped with ISPS security zone facilities.
Harbour Master’s Office is located nearby.
The berth intended for cruise vessels is one of the closest to the city center, which can be reached
by the bridge. It is made of concrete, modern and densely equipped with fenders and bollards, which
are marked with consecutive numbers (see Fig.13). However, the berth is comparatively low-elevated above the water level (approximately 0.5 m), which may cause issues, particularly in spring (thaw

COMMENTS
Comments from researchers’ side include relatively low prices of taxis and significant number of
cycling tracks, presence of which most likely affected number of bicycle rental points. In relation to
other cities included in the study, Szczecin made an impression of a very ‘green’ city, with its variety
of parks and gardens where one can rest and enjoy natural environment within urban one.
‘Starka’ vodka factory was reportedly one of the most prominent attractions of Szczecin.

season).
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Fig.13: View of the berth. Photo: Paulina Zych
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KAR LS K RO NA

• ESE of the patch (1.4 miles SSW), with a depth of 1.9m a light buoy
(port hand) is moored off the E side of this danger. Thence:

• WNW of a light buoy (starboard hand) (1 mile SSW) marking the limit

DESCRIPTION

of the shoal area NW of Skallholmen, thence:

Karlskrona (56˚10’04N 15˚35’76E) is situated on the SE coast of Swe-

den in the province of Blekinge. In 2008 the population of Karlskro-

• ESE of Koholmen, an islet (8 cables SW) on which stands a beacon.

na was 62 804. Included in the port are the berths at Verköhamnen

Thence the track leads to Verkohamnen. A buoy (S cardinal), moored 4 ca-

The port is a well-sheltered, large natural harbour, surrounded by

2014)

of

the

W

side

of

Verkö,

an

island

1

mile

E

of

the

town.

islands. It is a major naval base and port with separate commercial

harbour facilities equipped to handle a variety of vessels. It also
contains a large shipyard capable of both naval and commercial work.

Principal exports include vehicles, timber products, ships and power

plants. Imports include petroleum products, oils, construction materials
and general cargoes.

bles S of the light, marks the NW limit of the 10m dredged area.(UKHO,

Fairway leading to the municipal berth is well-maintained and marked. In its final part, however, it is
rather narrow and navigation here can be somewhat difficult for longer and broader vessels. Plans to
broaden this part of fairway are to be executed within 3 to 5 years, as reported by Harbour Master.
Berthing position is well-marked, although bollards are not marked with numbers.

City has served as one of the major military harbours since its foundation in 17th century. Historical
military facilities are still noticeable, some of them still being used by Swedish armed forces.
Ferry connections to Poland and Germany are available. Terminals of these are somewhat separated
from the municipal berth.

Mooring gang was not equipped with sufficient safety equipment. Its members were proficient in
English and well-trained.
Neither Harbour Master’s Office nor VTS keep continuous radio watch. Vessels are obliged to inform
other parties of their intended maneuvers and position.
ISPS security control is not available for the municipal berth, although its implementation has already

Approach to Karlskrona from W and E is through narrow channels marked
by buoys and thence under bridges and the outer fjords to the harbour.

been requested and certain procedures are ongoing. It is also planned that temporary fencing can be
established in vicinity of launch boat landing area to the satisfaction of ISPS requirements.

The main approach to Karlskrona is from S on the alignment of lead-

It is also noteworthy that security zone has presented highest aesthetical value of all those encoun-

the alignment of leading lines through the outer roads to the harbour.

being separated from the city and a red carpet was laid near the gangway.

ing lights through an entrance channels, marked by buoys, thence of

tered during the study. Trees had been attached to the fence so as to reduce an impression of vessel

Entry to the harbour is on the alignment of leading lights through

Karlskrona offers two choices for passengers’ transfer:

dredged
ing

off

channels,
the

main

marked

channel

by

at

Directions of entering harbour:

light

the

S

buoys

and

N

and

ends

buoys,

of

the

branch-

harbour.

From a position in the anchorage area about 2 cables E of Getskar

1. Vessel moored directly at the municipal berth or
2. Vessel anchored off berth and passengers transferred by launch boats provided by the municipality to a special landing site.

(56˚08’83N 15˚36’05E) the track leads 1 ½ miles NNE to Verkohamnen with
Verko Light (56˚10’18N 15˚37’78E) ahead bearing 025˚, in the white sector
(023˚-029˚) of the light, passing (with position from the light):
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Municipal berth is 600m long, however only the 300 meters-long eastern half can accommodate cruise ships as the depths in the other half are not sufficient. Concrete quay
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is in good condition, however fenders are located somewhat far one from another, which

COMMENTS

can pose certain hazards to vessels of small length (comparable to this of Horyzont II).

Karlskrona made an impression of a city paying great attention to maintaining its cleanliness (see

Meanwhile, a small launch boat landing site is located closer to Karlskrona downtown. It must be
noted that passengers and crew might be required to identify themselves by showing IDs to military
personnel should the boat approach some of military installations located nearby.

Fig.16). Cycling tracks’ network facilitates this way of healthy sightseeing while the relative small
size of Karlskrona enables also hiking excursions.
One of the disadvantages of the city was that the EUR currency was not widely accepted. With
Swedish krona (SEK) being the only official mean of performing payments, some problems may be
encountered by those accustomed to using EUR or USD. Nevertheless, since Sweden’s goal is to

ACTIVITIES

become one the first cashless states, card payments are widely accepted.

Upon the completion of berthing operation, a portable fence was set up around the berth so as to
fulfill ISPS requirements (see Fig.14). Interestingly, a red carpet was also laid – a high-standard arrangement not seen elsewhere
The only activity on the day was a dinner in a nearby restaurant.
In the morning, a trip was organized with use of an apparently extremely popular former fishing boat
rearranged into a floating restaurant. City and port representatives also attended, which encouraged
discussions on the city’s most popular tourist attractions and policies during high and low season.
Moreover, plans on the development of port infrastructure so as to better accommodate SCSs have
been discussed including the issues of providing shore-ship power connections and provisions’ delivery arrangements. The construction of a small terminal at which SCSs incapable of berthing in
Karlskrona could transfer their passengers via launch boat was also raised.
Another topic was navigation in close vicinity of areas occupied by Swedish navy. Such is associated
with a risk of violating a restricted access area, it is therefore recommended that only crews familiarized with Blekinge Archipelago arrange the small boats’ trips.
The researchers thence visited the Swedish Navy Museum located on one of the islands of Blekinge
Archipelago (see Fig.15).
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Fig.14: ISPS fence decorated with trees. Photo: Paulina Zych

Fig.15: Submarines exhibited in Swedish
Naval Museum. Photo: Kamil Narewski

Fig.16: Kalskrona Old Town. Photo: Paulina Zych
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KAL MAR
DESCRIPTION
Kalmar (56˚39’98N 16˚22’40E): one of the largest cities in the SE part of

Approach to harbour is well-maintained and marked by buoys, however it is rather narrow. Shoals
are located nearby as well as islands of Grimskar and Prastor.
Harbour basin is protected by a breakwater.
Bridge located North of the city constitutes a major obstruction for bigger vessels.

Sweden is the provincial capital of Kalmar province. The central heart of

Mooring gang was regarded as highly professional, well-prepared and proficient in English.

Kvarnholmen which is connected to the mainland by several bridges.

Kalmar operates a port services center which can also be utilized to serve cruise ships. Permanent

One of its former functions was that of principal ferry port for the is-

porary fences can be established so as to satisfy international security regulations.

and industrial city with a fairly large, well-sheltered harbour suitably

Concrete berth is well-maintained with numerous vertical fenders provided. Bollards are not marked

equipped to handle most types of cargo and medium sized vessels.

with numbers.

Principal exports include grain, piece goods, timber and timber products.

City touristic attractions can be seen from the berth and reached by a promenade.

the city which contains the cathedral and some of the port area lies on

land of Öland before construction of Ölandsbron. It is now a historic

Principal imports include fodder, fertilizers, oils, bulk products and
iron products. In 2008 the population of Kalmar was 61,6934.

The city is located on the shore of Kalmar Strait, which separates mainland Sweden from the island

ISPS control zone on a suggested cruise terminal is not provided and is not planned. However, tem-

Parking is provided nearby the quay, which can accommodate cars as well as coaches. City is adapted to the needs of disabled persons. Buildings are equipped with ramps while traffic lights transmit
suitable sound signals.

of Öland. Southern approach provides good view of a Kalmar castle. ‘Hollywood’-like sign located
on a breakwater welcomes inbound vessels. The city is of an academic nature, a maritime academy
is located there among other higher education institutions.

Fuel oil and lubricating oils [are available] by barge; fresh water laid
on at berths and also by barge; provisions available.(UKHO, 2014)

Entry to the harbour areas is directly from Kalmarsunds Djupranna through
short dredged channels, marked by buoys, of the alignment of leading
lights or leading beacons.

Approach from S and N is through Kalmarsunds Djupranna with short entrance
channels leading off from the main channel.

Kalmar is a pilot station providing service 24 hours. Requests for pilots

should be sent to South Coast Pilot Ordering Center at Malmö 24 hours in
advance. The pilot lookout and station is located at the NE and of Tjarhovskajen.

Harbour Master’s office does not handle yachting marina. Neither Harbour Master’s Office nor VTS
keep continuous radio watch. Vessels are obliged to inform other parties of their intended maneu-

ACTIVITIES
During the berthing operation, some difficulty was experienced as the berth was occupied by a
Search and Rescue service vessel. She had to be shifted first so as to allow the berthing to proceed
safely.
Thence, a visit to Kalmar castle (see Fig.17) was organized, during which the researchers were accompanied by city representatives. Once the visit was completed, a dinner was organized in the
restaurant within the castle.
Later on, researchers explored Kalmar on their own.

vers and position.

4
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2016 census: 66,571
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Fig.17: Kalmar castle. Photo: Kamil Narewski

COMMENTS
Similarly to Karlskrona, Kalmar has a well-developed network of cycling tracks. Moreover, the tourist
attractions are well-marked. As in Szczecin, there are numerous parks and gardens.
On the disadvantages’ side, one can mention an apparent absence of a currency exchange office
anywhere close to cruise terminal. Persons arriving in Sweden without local currency and unwilling
to use their debit/credit card are thus forced to search for the said office around the city.
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DISCUSSION RESULTS OF THE FIELD STUDY ARE SUMMARIZED
AND DISCUSSED THROUGHOUT THIS CHAPTER.

500 passengers call at the majority of destination cities more or less frequently even nowadays but
more calls are sought through cooperation between various stakeholders.
In most of the cities, an interest in attracting vessels with capacity of up to 1,000 passengers has

The following has been achieved during the trip:
●

been expressed. Such limitation may result from natural conditions, technical restrictions or willingness to preserve local cultural heritage. In the latter case, cities could attract more passengers but

it has been confirmed that ships of a size similar to this of Horyzont II are capable of berthing

are unwilling to do so. The potential benefits are herein limited but the number of visitors is kept

in all of the cities included in the city except for Rostock. In this case, however, the following

at such a level that local communities are neither pressed or encouraged to change their lifestyle.

shall be noted:

Such a sustainable development can be beneficial for both the communities and visitors as long as

○

Warnemünde can serve as a berthing port for Rostock thus allowing even ocean-going vessels’ passengers to visit the latter,

○

river Warnow from Warnemünde to Rostock is scheduled for dredging works within
next years which will make the latter accessible for SCSs;

the arrangement is widely accepted by local citizens. Restrictions on tourists’ movements can also
result from insufficient infrastructure such as hotels or modes of transportation, incapable of serving
additional hundreds of visitors at a time.
Notwithstanding, most of the cities’ representatives sought to increase tourists’ throughput by inviting additional cruise ships’ operators to include the city on its ports of call list. Since those compa-

●

no particular difficulties in navigation have been experienced;

nies operate on a for-benefit basis, potential benefits for them must be revealed, namely a greater

●

cooperation with all interested parties went smoothly except for the process of obtaining

major Baltic Sea destinations such as Copenhagen or Sankt Petersburg, but also some of smaller

custom clearance in Wismar. The event can be deemed incidental and may be a result of a
lack of experience in properly handling similar situations;
●

In most of the destinations, researchers were accompanied by or participated in meetings
with various stakeholders, including cities’, ports’ or tourism agencies’ representatives. Information obtained served as a valuable input to the ports’ handbooks elaboration;

●

it has been confirmed that local authorities’ representatives maintain positive attitude towards small cruise industry and tourism in general, even despite the fact that some of the
destination cities wish to somewhat limit the numbers of tourists visiting them or encourage
more visits in the months outside of the high season. Such attitude may be a result of a rel-

number of tourists attending the cruise. Such customers may seek an opportunity to visit not only
cities such as those visited during the trip.
One issue can be raised here. As of 2017, most of cruise ships operating in the Baltic Sea area usually visit several destinations during each cruise, and usually the same ones: Copenhagen, Rostock5
, Gdańsk/Gdynia, Sankt Petersburg, Helsinki, Stockholm (Kizielewicz & Urbanyi-Popiołek, 2015).
Except for Rostock, already being a major destination and seeking to increase its potential, there are
therefore two solutions for smaller cities to attract additional SCS calls:
●

encourage SCS operators to include one or two small destinations in each itinerary;

●

encourage SCS operators to include small-destinations-only cruises in their portfolio.

atively limited tourism infrastructure in some of the cities. Their authorities may justifiably
fear that an increased number of tourists could not be handled properly but are willing to
cooperate on resolving this issue;
●

number of surveyors and accompanying persons (including Horyzont II’s cadets) helped gather additional observations by visiting places of interest and participating in different activities than those prepared by trip organizers thus creating an opportunity for bias-reduced
analysis.

It has been observed that cities visited have a great yet untapped potential. Primarily, all of them can
accommodate SCS when it comes to their navigational conditions and services provided. SCS up to
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As for the first option, including a non-major destination like Stralsund or Kalmar in an itinerary can
create an opportunity to show to tourists how diverse Baltic Sea region is thus attracting additional
customers willing not only to visit metropolises but also other points of interest such as smaller resorts or natural environment, example of which can be the Jasmund National Park.
It must nevertheless be kept in mind that some cruise ships utilized for carrying passengers between
big ports are incapable of calling at small ones due to their draft restrictions, for instance.

5
Passenger vessels call at Warnemünde where a deep-draught terminal is available, but many passengers visit Rostock or even Berlin during their stay
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The second option consists in promoting separate cruises dedicated to visiting smaller cities, perhaps with

Secondly, cities can approach the very target of cruising industry: tourists through the general promotion

some calls at major destination so as to facilitate passengers’ boarding and other services (Rostock, Szc-

of the area. A need of visiting particular city and exploring its Hanseatic heritage from waterside can be

zecin or Copenhagen for instance). As can be seen from ports’ list within the hereby report, a vessel making

created among them through a massive advertising campaign until an increased interest is noticed by

a relatively low speed (as is the case of Horyzont II) was capable of visiting several small ports within 10

cruise operators willing to take their own benefit by offering suitable services. This remains outside the

days’ period and this included rather prolonged stays at some of them.

scope of JOHANN.

The niche of offering cruises to side destinations can be filled by various customers, ranging from those

Therefore, it may be concluded that cities visited during the trip have a potential of either gaining or retain-

who have simply already visited all the major cities and opt for something different through those who

ing a status of tourist destination. However, in most cases such potential can still be better-exploited thus

wish to explore Baltic Sea region diversity for the first time. Small cities of Baltic Sea can offer any of the

creating benefits for both local communities as well as cruise industry. In order to achieve it, destination

groups something valuable and worth seeing, but any advertisement efforts must be targeted specifically

cities’ brand recognition shall be enhanced in order to attract additional visitors along with improving ports’

for the group of interest. Ideas for such campaigns are out of the scope of the hereby paper.

accessibility from seaside, particularly in Rostock (dredging of Warnow river) and Stralsund (construction

One major consideration must be however, raised at this point. Namely, SCS operators must be shown

of a new cruise terminal).

potential benefits from creating cruises specifically dedicated to visiting few small cities in one trip. It is
essential that each city creates its own brand based on something distinguishing it from others. As of December 2017, neither had run such a campaign and therefore cities could remain unrecognizable for persons unfamiliar with a detailed values represented by any of them. Perhaps, a survey among local citizens
could help identify such magnets.
All in all, it is in the SCS operator’s discretion which destinations are to be included in the itinerary and
those decisions are made based on the analysis of potential benefits. There are two ways cities can influence such decision making process.
Firstly, by approaching SCS operators directly and revealing to them potential benefits from including own
city in the itinerary: city’s attractiveness among potential visitors. Perhaps declarations of commitment to
facilitating ship’s stay in the port: reduction of fees or other assistance can be made at this point. Nonetheless, the most readily available means of promoting JOHANN partner destinations is through:
·

directly contacting SCSs’ operators, for instance during thematic events;

·

publication of articles promoting involved regions;

·

promoting SCS products.
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CONCLUSIONS
The trip conducted helped gather valuable information from various sources such as publications, interviews and in-situ observations. It
has also facilitated intensive networking within
the Project’s Partners group as well as with other stakeholders including maritime authorities.
The more detailed results and observations
made during the trip have been included in
the Delivery 4.2.: Port handbook/profiles where
these have been compiled in a form of guidelines for cruise operators or other relevant
stakeholders on organizing cruises to the cities
as included in the pilot trip’s itinerary.
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